2012, Nov 10

Saturday History Call

TO LISTEN TO THIS CALL:
● GO TO BBS RADIO 2 & SCROLL DOWN THE SCHEDULE UNTIL YOU REACH SATURDAY.
● CLICK ON “HISTORY OF OUR GALACTIC WORLD & NESARA” & THE INFORMATION PAGE WILL COME UP.
● UNDERNEATH THE PICTURE OF THE GALAXY AND THE LOTUS, YOU WILL SEE A BLUE BOX WITH THE
WORDS PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● CLICK ON THAT BOX TO GET TO THE LISTING OF PROGRAM ARCHIVES: latest ones are at the top.
● YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE PROGRAM TO YOUR OWN COMPUTER OR LISTEN DIRECTLY.

Opening Meditation:

Cheryl

Everyone is invited to Cheryl Croci's Sunday and Monday ascension and activation calls
● 9 pm EST/6 pm PST
● 213-342-3000; PIN 9467441#
Housekeeping:
BBS:

Rainbird

● A listener supported radio call – Grateful for all the donations from all of us!
● We owe $233 for last week + $300 this week = $533 Thank you! Thank you! Thank you!
● Go to BBS radio.com; at top of home page, click on Station 2 where you will find the
listing of the 3 calls we have every week. Click on any of these names & scroll down
to find the Paypal button.
● Website: http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com - scroll down on home page, close to
blog page to find the donate button - can indicate whether it's for BBS or T&R

T & R: ● Money for rent - $900 by Nov 10th
We ask for the Angels of Miraculous Rescue!
● Also, money for food and gas
● Can trade with T & R for readings by Mother Sekhmet
● Please let them know when you are gifting:
E-mail:
koran999@comcast.net
Mintaka9999@yahoo.com
Mail:
Ram D Berkowitz
1704 B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505
Or contact MariettaRobert at 317-773-0061
The work we do together, the sharing we do – all of this is important: thank you all for sharing!
Phone Numbers:
BBS Toll Free
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Hard News:
T: Rama spoke to KOS who said: Do not do anything about getting yourselves on a Schindler's list – there
is plenty of time after they are arrested and after the announcements and after you have
received your instructions: each person will get different instructions, including a non-disclosure
statement and other instructions
● their landlady is from Spain and sending money back to Spain where her brother & sister have no job!
● She and Rama are not involved in a “beg-a-thon”: they have a mandate to bring news from Faction 3
● it is about US, We the People, supporting each other, navigating the endtimes we are in
R: to add to this story:
Camp Loveway: talking to the Horse Whisperer from Taos – people called in about their animals
● The animals were sharing: the planet due to increased frequencies – need to work with the
animals in a calm way: the cats and the dogs are feeling the stress levels of their humans – saying
we gotta chill with the frequencies: set aside transmissions from TV, computer, phones, go outside
● In NYC – strange stories coming from places where Hurricane Sandy touched – has to do with
brinkmanship games: they have only sand and ancient war technologies left. They have been put on
notice: the frequencies of the 11-11 and 13-11 are such that the wizards of finance cannot create
more money – why there could be a sudden collapse on the 13th
● General Petraeus is part of the 9/11 scene: Jeremy Scahill has come on to talk of what he has done
●the Gen is in bed with Hillary, is guilty of war crimes – they need more love than we think we have
●He worked with Hillary too; the extra marital affair is a distraction – sex is never sex; money is
never money –
●we are moving into a frequency that is above what we have ever experienced
●these frequencies are transforming all the planets which are lining up with Mother's yanni – this
is a big deal! As we change with the frequencies in the NOW moment, it changes everything
●The Horse Whisperer had callers saying their animals were skittish, not letting people touch them
The breaking news across the planet:
Right. Left and Centre: Robert Scheer – the hate issues against Obama and family need to be done
●$6 billion spent on this election, Dr Cornell West – it was bought and fixed, yet BO still won
● Jesse Ventura is a bit of a rogue – the idea of Libertarians and Ron Paul who is still a racist
●the animals are feeling the intensity of the times we are in & what Robert said was so poignant –
● the words of MLK and the sacredness of the vote – yet people's ability to vote were suppressed
in many ways –
●the Palestinian land will always be Palestinian land
●the whole Middle East is about the stargates and nothing else
●Frances [of KOS office] said Dr Keshe will be given the signal at the right time by the right people and
then the guns won't work; people will have to start talking and put down weapons
●Today is the 74th anniversary and launching of the Nazi campaign of removing the Jews in Europe – 1938
● T & R have a painting and under the painting is a picture of all the entrances into the Agarthan
network and how to get in from under the Vatican
●There are technologies from Atlantis that are still accessible through that gate
●US headed for the fiscal cliff: Obama said I will not allow the debt to be put on the backs of the poor,
the sick, the students,
Our Times: Craig Barnes: he said he has no respect for Boehner: you are nothing but a drunk; give the
gavel back to Pelosi!
●Legalization of Marijuana: discussion on MHP this morning
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R: as people begin to understand the real story of the drug wars, they will be amazed: black ops
● Sri Lanka: a big uprising in the prisons there – guards were shot, what happens in those prisons is no
better than what happens here
R: as we learn to heal our neural pathways, we find there is enough for everyone
T: on MHP – if people steal a candy bar, and do it 3x, they are in prison for life! Law in California
● Lots of deep healing to do – it is up to us who have such awareness. The resistance to change has been
very high due to fear, negative emotions – we need to be in praising, thanking, forgiving and loving.
● Caller last night was concerned about the hate being displayed against Obama after the election; people
out with assault weapons. SEND LOVE – those who are resistant to this will eventually change
● Come to Cheryl's call – the work is at a high vibration: as people join in with this group work, it brings
peace
● as for the bad weather: no galactic or Ascended Master would do what happened: the dark ones are
doing this for the point of economic high treason – Max Keiser brought up the idea that the
German gold has been spent by the dark ones and melted in the sea water!
R: all of them know that St Germain is in charge and they have to answer them
T: Barack Obama is going to Myanmar [Burma] – send some love as there is a day of Global Action being
organized in support of Myanmar's Rohinga [?] people
● Hillary went there and gave some money to Aung San Su Chi and suggested she do nothing about
those people if she wanted the money
T: Jury is out on Jesse Ventura: the dark side gave him liver cancer! He put out that Obama was a
reptile and HE IS NOT!
T: Syria: people dying for lack of water, food; there was an interview with Bashir Assaud – both he and
Hillary have an agreement that they are working together, yet on the surface it looks like she and
the west are providing tools of war; behind the scenes, they want to stretch it out
R: he recalls the Orion War and having to choose sides: not pretty what was done – if you did not do
something, you were not here in the next moment.
● The keys to our ascension are simple: healing the feelings and shedding the “stuff” and standing
in the beam of the intense love that comes from the ships.
T: thinks Obama is the 1st President to go to Myanmar and will talk to Aung San Su Chi; he will also go
to other places in the area
● Watched a young lady who went round NYC and asked people about voting: one lady said yes she
voted but it was not just about Obama; it's about all of us and for us
● Roosevelt, Clinton and Obama – they all said “Push me”: the meaning of it being about all
of us and for us
● There is spiritual politics and dirty politics & nothing in between. Spiritual politics means making
sure we take part
R: Amy Goodman says democracy is a messy business: we are a creative civilization and greater than the
sum of our parts; we are being tested by our own Higher Selves to go through the door of living
light
T: Syria: 40 new members elected to Syrian Council – moving forward on their own; yet not interested in
peace negotiation and our dollars are going into the hand of the opposition for weapons
● The Ashtar Command will go into Syria – and will have the help of the Iranians' technologies
● when we have someone on the ground who commits to bring in the 7 th initiation and incarnation of
the soul of Sananada Kumara merging with the soul of KOS, then we are building the Rainbow
Bridge to help us and thus we do it together with the Ashtar Command who will help us.
● The only reason they don't want to talk about the ETs: they know it comes with the package of no
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more need for fossil fuels & brings free energy & magnetic technology
● The biomedical – medical – industrial - military – congressional complex is completely out of
money when that technology comes into use.
● Magnetic technology: nothing needs to touch the ground – there is a magnetic wave train service – no
need for cars - there are force fields to keep people safe
● Plus the intelligence factor rises in the seed of the bodies of unborn babies – they are conceived
as Ascended Masters and are born as such
● A democratic republic is an active intelligence: the Piscean age is encoded with “I believe”, the Aquarian
age is encoded with “I Know”
● Don't under estimate the power of the fact that Bill Clinton and Barack are aligned in a new mission:
now he represents St Germain – in 2008, at a football game in Florida, KOS told them to pay
attention that St Germain is showing up beside Barack Obama! And it was Bill Clinton!
● It's confusing as Bill arranged for the death of Dennis Kuchinich's brother and sister – Dennis knows it.
● Gov Gerry Brown was with the rest of us in the 70s; maybe he got compromised as a result of being in
Gov't with billions and billions around him – need to be aligned with the Office of the Christ
● As gov, he can get rid of the death penalty as other countries have done; there are ways to bring
people back into alignment with the Office of the Christ
● amazing that the people of CA did not vote against the death penalty – probably rigged.
T: General Petraeus: involved with arrangements for death of Ambassador in Benghazi
● only has to do with 800 metric tons of gold that were stolen from Libyan Central Bank by Hillary,
General Petraeus, Netanyahu, John McCain, Mitt Romney
● this is about the 13 families trying to pay of the debt to China
R: the China story will be quite revealing as the White Dragon Society and those from the Pleiades tell
the real story about the ancient people
T: Central Intelligence Committee Meeting next week – not sure what date.
● Hillary, General Petraeus will be there by subpoena if nothing else!
Caller: ● Lockheed Martin's incoming CEO has already resigned
[SEE BELOW]
● Applebaum resigns from
● Rona's top exec in Canada resigned
● Frank Stronach resigned
● Head of BBC resigned – out of the blue!
● Holder announced he is stepping down, also Hillary
● someone from Liberal cabinet in Ontario
● A new group in Britain claiming to be involved with prosperity.
T: DO NOT GET INVOLVED – DO NOT GIVE YOUR INFORMATION OUT TO ANYONE FOR ANY
REASON. They are looking for a Schindler's list: these ones need to be arrested and gone
Caller: why are they doing this?
T: they want to take down as many people as they are going down with
● they want to kill Obama like crazy – he represents their death knell
R: 71% of Latinos voted for Obama!!!!
T: they are the largest growing group in America
Caller: has heard on the Spanish news that they were the ones who voted him back int
● Limbaugh wants the Republicans to get the Hispanic vote as they are a dying party!
T: Good luck with that! They know about Hillary who went to Mexico, set up the death squads down there
● 57,000 – 60,000 people were killed thanks to her
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● they don't believe Obama has anything to do with that energy
● 93% of black vote; 71% of Latino; 73% of Asian; 39& of the white vote went to Obama
● White people represent 72% of the voting population
● Yet more babies of colour are being born – the death knell of racism
● People were programmed with racism; it was embedded in the DNA by the Annunaki/Luciferians 6,000
years ago; when we decided to came in as white people to represent the brotherhoods and
sisterhoods of Light, we came into the white family to actually change that
● Tara has 2 children which are Mulatto – mix a native American with Black Irish
● The father was black but had freckles because he is black Irish, and has some Filipino too
● The Bahai have a precept of inter racial marriage – the 12 rainbow rays
● The Tasmanian people were of the purple ray – the English completely annihilated the island
Caller: both of her children are Cherokee
T: the black ones are incarcerated because they have the melanin, the wisdom, the heart medicine which
the dark ones took out of themselves when they took out the 12 th strand of DNA from themselves
6,000 years ago; they forfeited the possibility to enter the kingdom
R: you cannot enter the stargates without the 12th strand of DNA – called love – which cannot be faked
T: they say 72% of the vote is white; she disagrees – the chances of people being purely white at this
point is much lower than that
● 13% of population considered aboriginal - what we know is from the statistics
● 10% of the people considered Latino; half of new babies being born in US are Latino – of all
babies of all colours! “Latino” covers a lot – have to go to Mexico & South America
● The Spanish came to US, to Mexico, S America & slaughtered 100s of millions of
aboriginals & stayed
● in Latino, we have Mayan, Costa Rican, every single nationality south of the US border
and in South America
● Mr pure white, Ghost-looking Karl Rove was beaten by his step mother who was a member of the
Committee of 300 who beat him daily, raising blood; sexually molested him; programmed him
There is even machine in him: can we have divine mercy for this being??
● Does not believe the people in CA want the death penalty
Caller : an article says it was due to voter fraud
T: Obama's acceptance speech said we are not done yet: there were tears coming down his face as he
thanked his ground crew in Chicago – they have learned his ability called community neighbourhood
organizing from him; they went and did it, and then went to all the other ground crews across the
US and taught them!
● Still need to send love to lightworkers who still believe what they are reading about Obama as a
“treasonist” & calling him names
Caller: ref to Tuesday maybe being the collapse of the financial system; please paint a picture of what
martial law would look like
T: may not show on the 13th but until the 27th when Mercury goes direct – will be a test for our
discernment, our anchoring of the heart medicine for all of us.
● LM Nada and Queen Noor said we will be seeing Hillary in shackles on TV - they will get more
than a tongue lashing at the Committee meeting
● yes, she has advanced stomach cancer; they kill their own because she knows about them
and could talk and spill the beans.
● Rama said what is really going to happen is they are taking themselves out: they gave the look-alike
clone stomach cancer right from the beginning.
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● There were 15 look-alike clones of her, and the article said there were 2 different look-alike
clones giving a talk in up state NY – only 40 miles apart! This is evidence.
T: Barack used 4 words in his acceptance speech: love, charity, duty and patriotism - qualities to be
brought back into our democracy
● She has been harping on the “duty” one: it is our obligation/ duty to become fully informed on the real
truth of what is going on no matter what the media says
R: if you have Fox News, cancel
T: as you cancel Fox News, the company carrying them will see the liability
From her notes, collected from various sources:
● list of the Republican governors who literally stole their election:
Casey, OH; Christie, NJ; Schneider, MN; Corbett, PA; McDonald, VA; Scott, GA; Walker, Wis
● They were helped by Mitt Romney, Nathan Sproule, Jeb Bush, Koch Bros, Kathleen Harris, Karl Rove
They pursued an agenda in respective states to limit the rights of workers so they could balance
the budget, also break up the unions; all their states went blue in spite of it!
● Obama won Florida! 332 electoral votes and he'll get more – he won popular vote.
● When Melanie Sloan's multi million dollar law suit for voter fraud is done, he will have won the
vote by upwards of 90% - something else divine touched the hearts of the people!
● 22% of any child of colour are destitute, hungry, homeless,
● Michael Morelle is acting CIA director in lieu of Petraeus
● He did Fallujah, Iraq: ordered up with Dick Cheney, Kellogg Brown and Root, Eric of Blackwater
and Dick Cheney: the Blackwater soldiers went to Fallujah ● killed over 350,000 people in Falujah: the soldiers had the Blackwater ones behind them: if they
did not follow orders, they would be killed by the Blackwater ones[some had machine DNA]
● He took the place of General Tommy Franks: the Afghan massacre / Convoy of Death –
● Franks slaughtered and used our soldiers to do the job: took 25 semi trucks – semis – boarded
in the Pashtun people of Afghanistan; they killed some on the way and they killed them in the
trucks; each truck had a North Alliance guy in the seat beside the driver – 20 minutes across the
desert in the heat of the summer, they were calling for water and air
● The N A guy said “just shoot a few – so they shot some bullets and people were killed; those left
drank the fluids and then the live ones were put in jails along the way; they picked up more people
along the way and then all were driven to the burial sites that were already dug –
●then they ordered the soldiers to shoot and they did this for 20 minutes until all were dead and
then buried them, including ones that were alive!
● Petraeus knew this and continued the genocide.
● Hillary ordered Petraeus to use drones and send them over Pakistan – it was NOT OBAMA.
● Barack is happy to have the resignations – will put good people in
● the minute Holder resigns, our special prosecutor who cannot be fired, Patrick Fitzgerald, takes
over; 100,000 sealed indictments are opened; they will be arrested; martial law will be ordered up
Audio: Max Keiser

[KR365] Keiser Report: Wacko Wizard World

In this episode, Max Keiser and Stacy Herbert discuss central bankers and governments from
Iceland to Argentina attempting to tilt the global pinball game so that the ball goes in the ‘right’
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hole, and how ‘invincibility’ tattoos fail to protect from the guns and knives of real-world
financial weapons. In the second half, Max Keiser talks to Tuur Demeester of Macrotrends.be
about the recent report from the European Central Bank suggesting they are concerned about
the new breed of decentralized digital currencies threatening their seignorage rights. They also
discuss the financial jungle of Argentina where capital controls and economic chaos prove a
great testing ground for new currencies
Audio: a movie which won an award at the Sundance Film Festival
Tavis Smiley speaking: The House I Live In won Grand Jury prize for documentaries
Executive producers: Danny Glover, Russell Simmons and ??
● the war on drugs has never been about drugs – the first sentence spoken!
VERY MUCH WORTH LISTENING TO
Reading: Welcome to the endgame in the 5000 year war between “Good” and “Evil”
[SEE BELOW]
Para 1: our thoughts created these less than perfect forms: we as as co-creator gods and goddesses
literally created this Universe of Nebadon with Mother
● alien genetic manipulation began 65 Million years ago; 450,000 years ago and then 6,000 years ago – in
3 different genetic experiments, the Annunaki downgraded our DNA and brought us from 12th
dimensional beings to 3rd dimensional beings. There are many people who vacated the soul due to
nuclear holocaust; there are also many who do not have the 12 th strand of DNA as it was cut out of
the experiment. All of these things have a change to rejuvenate with the help of the nergies
coming from the stargates and the sun and other parts of the universe
● As they did in Atlantis, they created all kinds of malformations: the centaur, the pegasus, the mintaurs
are “mythical” creatures: but the appendages can be removed: hooves gone and you get your feet
back; laser removal of the tail and you get your buttocks back.
● Those who did not wish to forgive themselves & heal, they ended up as shapeshifters & had the
powers of the creatures that were using them for control, greed and what we see now: they are
called archons now and being dismantled and disarmed of their powers.
● At the same time rejuvenation and regeneration of our genetic manipulation even beyond what
we were in the beginning to magnificent beings – we are going from “I believe” to “I know”
Para 3: “Annunaki genes – Annunaki gene codes”
Para 4: “they created us” - it is really they created “hybridization of us”
● There is another story that is not part of this article: on the Pleaides as co-creator gods we
created at the 12th level; in Constellation of Lyra, we re-created at 5 th dimension; in Atlantis, we
re-created at 3rd dimension and infused our souls vibrations into other forms, the so -called
mythical forms; the brother hoods and sisterhoods of light created healing centres of light, colour
sound and vibration to help the souls that were not in human bodies be released from the other
bodies of the mintaurs, pegasus, etc
Page 2, para 3: This is what Bill Clinton is – a hybrid
Para 3: Why does the “good shepherd” take so well care of his sheep?”
Yes, we were “resources” for them! All through this last 13,000 years!
Para 5: “winning the war” - that is why we have 98% of the satanists in ship prisons – they ain't winning!
Para 6: “Mankind always loses” - that is why the higher frequencies are coming in & evolving our DNA; why
“walk-ins” have been allowed – higher beings of both the light and the dark: the light is not better
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than the dark – we have all done it all; we have to find a balance
Page 3, Para 2: “rich Saudis like the Bin Ladens” - or the royal families of Bahrain, Yemen, Quwait, Saudi
Arabia – all in bed with the West
● In 1997, KOS told T &R: each and every Saudi is worth $90,000 each! In Bahrain, clamping
down on the activists – shot some yesterday; used US tear gas against them; our western alliance
with these countries is what is causing the clamp downs
Para 3: “ and exploit Muslims all over the world” - the royal families are doing it in collaboration: doing it
to their own people and to others
Para 3: The Jewish backers who 'created' Islam to destroy Christianity: the Vaticans are Ashkenazi
Jews which really means Khazars. Hitler was an Ashkenazi Jew – which means he was a Khazar
● When the Ebionite Jew called Jeshu [Jesus} said “Nothing with a face”; he was considered a
radical that they wanted gone!
Reading: Bahrain Opposition Societies Issue ‘Declaration of Non-Violence Principles

[SEE BELOW]

Music:
Astrology:
Richard
T: have just learned that Iceland has not really recovered: a myth the bankers have been using
Ri: there is a beam of light coming from Taurus into Scorpio – stargates will open
● the technology hidden from us is magnetic – as was said earlier, things will operate magnetically
so we can pull up the asphalt and plant gardens and flowers
● the outward expression of the anguish of change, acting through Mars, will be somewhat damped down
once Mars gets into Capricorn: take it easy, lie low, do your homework, be prepared
● Gemini is doing a lot of the DNA work, the nervous system re-wiring work – the main stream media will
be one of the places for exciting developments – needs busting up: the propaganda cartels – good
options here
T: a whole list of resignations from someone in Tennessee – you can run, but you can't hide!
Ri: part of the process was to wake them up and have them see they had no option but to resign
● when some White Knights show up and lay out the evidence on a desk and suggest you resign –
he'll do it to have the least amount of harm as even the dark ones have loved ones.
● Thinks we will finally see the info about well-known figures: like Petraeus and the head of BBC
● Neptune goes direct on Sunday + the 11:11 portal – should be extra help for the acceptance of wisdom
● Going direct should bring back the acceptance of wisdom – like the acknowledgement of wise action
He likes this lunar cycle:
Mon: moon goes into Scorpio
Tues: a black box day – does this have to do with the square in the afternoon? Yes, it breaks the wires
between wisdom and thought 22 degrees Scorpio – angels of miraculous rescue!
Wed: moon goes into Sag; Mercury goes into Scorpio
● Wed will be an energetically busy day when moon runs over Mars!
Thurs: moon in Sag
Friday: Moon in place before daylight; will also be an active day – contacts Mars, Saturn and Pluto
Sat: sun conjunct Mercury; moon into Capricorn – would be good if they landed on Saturday with the
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Leonid meteors
This coming week: high energies, solar eclipse, no rest for anyone
T: they have absolutely confirmed they are going to land in Syria – we will all get to see this.
Ri: please enjoy Moon conjunct Venus
Ri: still has some flowers blooming – marigolds!
Reading: Lauren Gorgo: Magical 13~ the ascension frequential
Rama describes the picture at the top of the writing

[SEE BELOW]

Reading: Last chapter of Master Symbols of the Solar Cross: The Great Lesson
The symbol is a circle with a 6 pointed star and inside that star is with a 12 pointed star and
inside that one is a circle with a dot in the middle.
Conf Call:
Long discussion
Reading: Completion of the Bahrain Opposition Societies Issue ‘Declaration of Non-Violence Principles
[SEE BELOW]
Reading: back to the last chapter of The Master Symbol of the Solar Cross
● talking about brutal beating of young man in the streets; people also getting sick from tear gas
● As we come together and raise our vibrations higher, this energy becomes available to other
people and kingdoms are available to others
● The civilization of Trititaria – deity called Triton, King Neptune - became Hyperborea
●Sasquatch are highly evolved beings and have always been that way! The Yeti can manipulate ships!
Audio: The True Mayan – Prophecy of 2012
from PBS discussion of the theory that the world will end Dec, 2012 – it will end the way we know
it, as the new frequencies are already here.
Reading: Jose Arquelles – graphic showing the Hunab Ku
Closing: Rainbird
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NOTE: this is NOT what was read on the call; however, the names given on the call are included in this article, so it is
enclosed in its entirety.

2012, Nov 12

Strange Elite Exodus: Why So Many Simultaneous Resignations?

By Disclose TV
http://www.disclose.tv/news/Strange_elite_exodus_Why_so_many_simultaneous_resignations/86343#i
xzz2C7i9ajBy
In recent days, a conspicuous number of high-level officials have tendered resignations, many within the past
three days alone.
(Sat, Nov 11) – George Entwistle resigns as BBC Director General, after holding the job for only 53
(will receive a £450,000, equivalent to one year’s salary)

days

(Fri, 11/10) – Canada – Laval Mayor Gilles Vaillancourt resigns under a cloud of suspicion
(Fri, 11/10) – Canada – Mayor Michael Applebaum resigns from Montréal’s executive committee
(Fri, 11/10) – Canada – Robert Dutton, President of Canada’s largest network of home-improvement
retailers, steps down
(Thurs, 11/9) – Christopher Kubasik, former Lockheed Martin President/COO and “incoming” CEO,

ousted

(Thurs, 11/9) – Canada – PetroShale announces resignation of Director Daniel Jarvie
(Tues, Nov 6) –CEO of South Africa’s Stortec, Tim Knowles, renounced his position saying it is time
change

for a

(Mon, Nov 5) – Canada – Mayor of Montreal Gérald Tremblay resigns, announcing he is leaving

politics.

(Thurs, Nov 8) – Billionaire Frank Stronach (est. net worth of more than $1.7 billion) steps down from Magna
International board chairmanship
(Tues, Oct 30) – Ashok Mittal, Head of India Investment Banking for Swiss Bank UBS resigns. He had been
head of India Investment Banking since June of last year .
(Tues, Oct 16) – Citigroup CEO Vikram Pandit abruptly resigns, receiving a bonus of $6.7 million for
did this year.

work he

(Mon, Oct 15) – Canada – Ontario Premier Dalton McGuinty unexpectedly resigns
Also:

CIA director David Petraeus resigns in wake of extramarital affair

Lockheed Martin’s incoming CEO resigns; replacement named
Roger Ortiz’ resignation official, Cameron Co. searches for replace…
KU VC Sharma resigns
PetroShale Announces Resignation of Director
Hoskins, Sousa resign from cabinet, opening door for Ontario Libera… :
Hillary Clinton stepping down
Eric Holder (US Attorney General)

To read more go to:
http://www.disclose.tv/news/Strange_elite_exodus_Why_so_many_simultaneous_resignations/86343#ixzz2C7i9
ajBy
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2012, Nov 10 Welcome to the endgame in the 5000 year war between “Good” and “Evil”

http://therebel.org/blog/editorial/item/2942-alien-vs-predator

Welcome to the endgame in the 5000-year war between "Good" and "Evil"
One of the biggest puzzles of mankind is how human beings came into existence. The differences
between animals and humans are too fundamental to be sufficiently explained by evolution theory. The
genesis story of the bible makes even less sense. If an all powerful and all knowing god had created us,
why did he do such a less than perfect job? A far more sensible explanation is that modern humans are
the result of alien genetic manipulation. It would explain both our ape-like instincts and our unique
mental abilities.
We know that our ancestors have been around for over 100,000 years. According to the alien genetic
manipulation theory, every 5000 years our planet is visited by aliens from Planet X, the tenth planet in
our solar system. In Assyrian records those aliens are known as Annunaki. The reason for the long
periods in between visits is that it takes that long for Planet X to come close enough to Earth for the
Annunaki to make the trip. On their second last visit, around 8,000 B.C., the Annunaki implanted a
sufficient amount of their genes into humans to enable us to make the switch from primitive group
hunting to agriculture in the area of the 'Fertile Crescent', encompassing today's Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon,
Syria, Israel and Palestine, besides the south-eastern fringe of Turkey and the western fringe of Iran.
5,000 years later, on the following Annunaki expedition, further genetic manipulations resulted in the
rise of more advanced state-like civilisations in Egypt, Mesopotamia, the Indus River and in China.
Some humans were supposedly given extra rations of Annunaki genes to empower them to control their
fellow humans on behalf of their alien masters. This is said to be the beginning of the ancient
bloodlines of our ruling elite.
The aliens didn't conduct those experiments out of the goodness of their hearts, but in an effort to make
us more useful for them. They needed us as workers, soldiers and slaves. What they were after is fairly
obvious: gold. All ancient cultures had only one purpose, the production of gold and other precious
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metals for our visitors from space. The Annunaki didn't want to do the hard work of digging the gold
out of the dirt themselves, so they created us and other humanoids like hobbles and Neanderthal men to
do it for them.
The gods and demons of ancient religions are easily explained as descriptions of those alien visitors, as
are the strikingly similar descriptions of dragons from different parts of the world. Most likely,
Annunaki resemble reptiles, but have the ability of taking on other appearances.
During their last expedition a revolt broke out amongst the Annunaki, making them split into two
warring camps. That conflict is reflected in the biblical story of Satan's revolt against God. The trigger
for the revolt was an attempt of the leader of the Annunaki visitors to crack down on rampant
fraternisation between Annunakis and humans, which was bound to create a hybrid race that one day
could become a threat to the total control and exploitation by the Annunaki.
The camp of the rebels was able to win a significant followership amongst human leaders. The latter
were more than happy to produce off-spring with Annunaki superpowers. What is more, the 'evil'' camp
was more appealing to them because siding with 'Satan' was far more rewarding than the hypocritical
demands of frugality and unconditional obedience demanded by 'God'. After all, why does the 'good
shepherd' take so well care of his sheep? Because he wants their wool and meat.
The Annunakis left, but the human leaders of the two opposing camps have kept warring each other for
the past 5000 years, Romans vs. Phoenicians, Hohenstaufens vs. Guelphs, Guelphs vs. Ghibellines,
Medicis vs. Huguenots, Fascism[1] vs. Communism and Freemasonry.
By the looks of it the Satanist camp is close to winning the 5000-year-war between "God" and "Satan".
It would be oversimplifying though to describe this as a conflict between morally good and evil. From
an ordinary 'sheep's' point of view, it's a case of the pot calling the kettle black. If the 'good' side is only
after your wool and meet, you might as well have some fun in the 'evil' camp.
The solution to this dilemma is obviously not as simple as joining either side. My point is that in this
'Alien vs. Predator' conflict, it doesn't matter which of the two reptile camps wins, mankind always
loses. The big challenge for us - regardless of the amount of Annunaki genes we carry in us - is to find
a third option, in which we treat each other the way we would like to be treated if we were in the other
person's shoes.

In the eternal battle between "good" and "evil" nothing is what it seems
We all have heard stories about politicians throwing the wildest insults and accusations at each other in
parliament, but then hanging out together outside parliament like the best of friends. The reason for that
phenomenon is of course that Western democracy is as much of a genuine competition as World
Wresting Federation. Everything is scripted, just for show, and the competitors are all owned by the
same people.
Revisionists have the tendency of looking at human history as an eternal battle between good and evil.
But when we have a closer look, we quickly discover that is is not as simple as that. The descendants of
the French Huguenots in the Southern states of the United States were no doubt fighting against evil
when battling the troops of the North. So were the supporters of the Tsar when trying to overcome the
Bolsheviks. But the Southerners were also defending a society that was based on slave labour. And
their justification, that God wanted black people to be the slaves of Whites, is as outrageously racist
and self-serving as the Talmudic claims that all non-Jews were animals in human shape created by God
to enrich, amuse and serve Jews. Worse even the White Russian troops were defending a system that
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made its monarch the richest man on the planet, personally owning one sixth of the earth, while most of
his subjects lived in abject poverty. The Russian Tsar and his family fully deserved the bullets in their
heads as much as their Bolshevik murders, as the Southern plantation owners deserved to lose
everything they owned.
In the eternal battle between "good" and "evil" nothing is what it seems. The reason why the "good"
side is losing, is because it is so easy for the "evil" side to point out the other side's hypocrisy and
flaws.
Human history is not an eternal battle between good and evil, but a battle between evil hypocrites and
evil monsters. We shouldn't allow either side to make us choose between one or the other, like George
W. Bush tried to make people chose between him and the "terrorists". Religion, unfortunately, doesn't
give us any guidance. It's just another form of mind control. No different from political parties and
politicians, religions and clergy can only survive and thrive if they prostitute themselves to the ruling
elite.
Some of our readers will object to the last statement. They will claim Islam isn't like that. But ask
yourself where the bulk of the money for Koran schools and other infrastructure is coming from. It's
the big donors, more often than not rich Saudis like the Bin Ladens, who ultimately determine which
flavour of Islam has the upper hand. It's these kind of people who ensure that Islam retains its
backward, cruel and women suppressing image, making it easier for Israel and the West to suppress and
exploit Muslims all over the world.
Christianity succeeded in the West Roman Empire because the Christian message of forgiveness of sins
and life after death made it easier to control soldiers and slaves. Islam succeeded in the East Roman
Empire and North Africa because Christian hating Jews provided political and financial support. In
fact, both Mohammed's mother and first wife were Jewish, making the founder of Islam technically a
Jew. It's those Jewish backers who 'created' Islam to destroy Christianity. It was those Talmudists who
ensured that Islam retained the three most essential Jewish religious practices, circumcision, kosher
slaughter[2] and the prohibition of pork, and it was them who made sure that all the important positions
in the Muslim Arab and Turkish empires, from the 'prime minister' to the tax man, were filled with
Jews.
No, if we are looking for guidance for our actions, we can't find them outside, we have to look for it in
ourselves. When faced with a decision that is affecting another person, we must ask us how would we
want us to decide if we were in their shoes.
Footnotes:
[1] I'm referring to Italian and Spanish fascism, not the mock fascism of Talmud inspired National
Socialism.
[2] The Muslim term for kosher food is hallal.
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2012, Nov 7 Bahrain Opposition Societies Issue ‘Declaration of Non-Violence Principles’
Source: al wefaq, AhlulBayt News Agency – November 7, 2012
http://tinyurl.com/csp746r
The opposition societies in Bahrain (AlWefaq National Islamic Society, National Democratic Assembly
Society (AlQawmi), National Democratic Action Society (Waad), Unity Democratic Gathering Society
(Wahdawy), National Brotherhood Society (Ekhaa) and Democratic Progressive Tribune
(AlTaqadumy), have issued today a ‘Declaration of Non-Violence Principles’.

Nonviolence Principles Declaration
This declaration represents the principles we hold and the position we have adopted since the formation
of our societies, confirmed since 14th February 2011 and reiterated now.
We consider peaceful means as our strategic direction in our political work, attitudes and practices, in
order to achieve the demands of our people of real participation in political decisions and planning the
future of our homeland with principles of freedom, democracy, social justice, equal citizenship, social
and civil peace. Our continuous call for tolerance, diversity, and plurality, is originated from our deep
and sincere believe that this is the ideal path to enforce national unity between all different elements of
our people.
The political and social movements in Bahrain have a long-standing history aging around one century.
This history witnessed old and recent political powers and personalities, those who have struggled and
those who are struggling currently for the legitimate political, social and economical rights of the
people via civilized and peaceful movements.
The struggle is driven from the integral right and full freedom, as preserved in human, international and
common constitutional principles, to achieve legitimate political, social, economical rights through
peaceful and civilized means and holding of national unity. These principles have formed the basis of
our struggle throughout history, through which the people have achieved political independence and got
their first constitution and national assembly.
We, the undersigned of this declaration, are launching principles to uphold ourselves, and encourages
others to adopt, to provide an umbrella framework to all community powers, personalities, activists and
elements, in spite of differences in visions and positions. This shall be the national umbrella framework
that are driven by faith, human, international and common constitutional principles, that are never be
subjected to be broken apart, via conflict, nor confiscation.
From then on,
 We reference, resolution A/RES/61/271 that was adopted by United Nations General Assembly
on 27 June 2007 regarding Nonviolent International day.
 And to UN general assembly resolutions 53/243 A and B dated 13 September 1999, which
embrace the declaration of peace culture and Program, and resolution 55/282 dated 7 September
2001 regarding the international day for Peace, and resolution 61/45 dated 4 December 2006
regarding International Agreement for the Culture of Peace and Nonviolence culture for the
Sake of the Children of the globe, 2001-2010, and related resolutions.
 Putting into our considerations that nonviolence, tolerance, full respect to all human rights,
basic rights for all, democracy, development, diversity respect, are coherent matters that
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complement each other.
 Confirming that violence can never be a mean to achieve legitimate demands, nor be used to
block legitimate demands, from any party.
 Believing that dignity, freedom, security, justice, equality, diversity, plurality, and participation
in a modern democratic state, are necessities for individuals and communities that cannot be
revoked from individuals or communities under any circumstances or excuse.
 Adopting that individuals and communities have the right to take all possible peaceful means or
protest, exercise freedom of speech, hold gatherings, and assemble to demand these basic rights,
and its not permissible for anyone to object, let alone prevent them with force.
 Putting into our considerations that we are today in desperate need more than any time before,
and with national and collective action from all elements and from all levels to emphasize the
culture of nonviolence and adopting dialogue and acceptance of other opinion and plurality in in
opinions.
Thereafter, we present our declaration for nonviolence principles and encourage others to adopt
1- To respect the basic rights of individuals and community groups, and to defend it.
2- To uphold the principles of human rights, democracy, and pluralism.
3- Never to adopt any means of violence or violations to Human rights or democratic means.
4- To condemn violence, in all its forms, sources, and parties.
5- To defend people’s rights for freedom of expression and assembly.
6- To emphasize and urge in our literature, speech, and programs on a culture of nonviolence and adopt
peaceful and civilized means.
Political Societies
AlWefaq National Islamic Society (AlWefaq)
National Democratic Assembly Society (AlQawmi)
National Democratic Action Society (Waad)
Unity Democratic Gathering Society (Wahdawy)
National Brotherhood Society (Ekhaa)
Democratic Progressive Tribune (AlTaqadumy)
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2012, Nov 9

Magical 13~ the ascension frequential

Lauren Gorgo

http://www.thecosmicpath.com/writings/magical-13-the-ascension-frequentiallauren-gorgo

The Ascension Code
The most delicious information I received for this report was, by far, the announcement that we are soon to
embody the 13th (DNA activation) code, what the Pleiadians call the “ascension frequential”. Apparently, this is
the mastery code required to transcend duality and enter unity consciousness…with our physical bodies.
On 11/13 we have a total solar eclipse which is really significant according to the unseens. From what I
understand, this portal is precipitating the overarching energy of 2013…a binary and time-released program that
activates the essential (13) code for ascension. We have been preparing to download this specific frequency
since 11/11/11, and on the upcoming eclipse we will activate the new light-codes…specific to the 13 frequency of
universal LOVE…that will emerge in totality in 2013. The PHC call this eclipse an end-cap of transformation that
has been in effect since the solar eclipse of 1999.
This eclipse is bringing through the sacred code of ascension…both for you as individuals and for the planetary
consciousness as a whole. By this we mean that the 13th activation code is the overarching frequential of
physical ascension…the code required to bring each of you into physical alignment with your soulular self. - PHC
This is really exciting stuff. I remember receiving information about the sacred power of 13 when I was
transcribing the content for Cell Speak™…it was so powerful I could hardly sit still.
In order to experience, on visceral level, what the 13 energy was all about, the Seven Sisters (of Pleiades)
opened a portal to the frequency so I could feel it’s impact…I literally had to get up and walk around every few
minutes in order to assimilate to it. It was beyond bliss. You may even feel the vibration encoded in these
words… just by reading this.
Here’s an excerpt from that lesson called The 13th Strand of LOVE:
(…) the 13th strand (& chakra) is intimately connected with the planet. It connects us from the earth plane to our
higher-self, which I am told enables the resurrection of Christed- ‐consciousness thru the interconnected (fractal)
geometries that invoke Source energy. These geometries permit the transmission of the purest vibration of
universal LOVE which initiates the opening of the gateway to the crystalline body enabling the Christed- template/divine-blueprint to solidify, stabilize, balance and ground into earth.
So the activation of the 13th strand is what permits us to integrate our spiritual- based self into our cells so that
we can physically embody the essence of our divine template, our perfected form. It has been explained to me
that the energy of universal LOVE literally weaves throughout our existing 12 strand DNA system, impressing the
original divine template upon the physical, mental and emotional bodies and imbuing every cell with the
resurrected Christ (intelligence)…the same (LOVE) intelligence that unlocks the code to universal co-creation.
What the PHC want to make clear is the understanding that the ascension code is THE code of rebirth, or what
they are also calling our reincarnation code.
We are literally (re)incarnating fully into life AND into the oneness at the same time as a result of this code! It’s
pretty surreal…hard to grasp the enormity of it all, but this is why we are all here right now…to enter (physically)
into a higher plane of existence and actualize our full-human potential.
Mind-blowing…on purpose, I suppose.

Ophiuchus Initiation
So, collectively our 12 level initiation of discipleship is drawing to close with 2012, and we are now preparing to
activate the 13th strand of DNA (which corresponds to our 13th chakra) via the solar eclipse passage on
November 13th. All this in preparation for the 12/21 portal to 2013…which, I am also told, is earth’s initiation to
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the 13th zodiac sign, Ophiuchus.
If I am getting this right, Ophiuchus will be responsible for activating the physical gateway thru which the
universal LOVE harmonic will be transmitted to the planet, upgrading humanity and all physical matter to the
frequency of 13.
The PHC explain 13 as an archetypal energy that oversees an entire matrix….what they call the hologram of
LOVE….the same way the 12 signs of the zodiac are governed by Ophiuchus (the 13th sign), the 12 apostles
were governed by the focus of Christ (the 13th disciple), our 12-strand DNA system is governed by our 13th
strand, etc.
NOTE: The 13th strand has been described to me as an overlay of our 12- strand system….kind of like a
governing energy that guides us thru the initiation/integration of the 12 levels of mastery that each of us has
chosen to master for ascension in this lifetime.

Magical 13
So, in the end, 13…which is HIGHLY significant to alchemy… is literally the magic number! (Which is likely why it
has been vilified by the powers-that-be.) There are so many symbolic and literal references that point to this as
being true..for example:
13 moon calendar in Mayan culture
13 (full) moon calendar in Celtic culture
13 months in the pagan lunar calendar, which also corresponds to the human menstrual cycle
13 apostles at the last supper…the “day” before resurrection
13 steps on the Egyptian ladder that leads to eternity (the 13th step is when a soul attains spiritual completion)
13 is the Tarot “Death” card symbolizing endings/beginnings
13 principals of faith in Judaism
13 dollar monthly membership fee for TWYH :mrgreen:
Even each suit in the traditional deck of 52 playing cards is 13… 13 hearts, 13 spades, 13 squares, 13 clovers…
which according to Wikipedia is a symbolic representation of our calendar that corresponds to earth’s cycles:
52 Cards = 52 weeks
4 suits = 4 seasons
13 cards in each suit = the 13 lunar cycles (full and new moons)
What you will be required to assimilate to is the understanding that 13 plays a vital and established role in your
body’s matrix, and that each of you will be capable of wielding the power of 13 in your future creations on earth.
There will be more information on this topic to come… - PHC
We are so close to seeing the full picture…

In Closing
More than anything else, the unseens want me to make especially clear that the activation of the 13th code
through the solar gate on the 13th of November is the precursor to ascension and that by January 13th, 2013,
we will have completed the download & activation of it. The activation of the 13 is vital to your BEcoming…it is a
precursor to the 13th year, the year of the (re)birth of the christ. -PHC
This eclipse, coupled with the 11:11 gateways, will supposedly act as an opening to the new crystalline grid and,
according to the PHC: the energy brought forth will begin to flow through your bodies in pulsating undulations to
prepare you for the triple date downloads as you are bathed in the frequencies of home, of LOVE, that which will
bring much healing to you and to the planet. (hmmm…not looking forward to that so much)
They also share that as a result of these power-portals this month…the completion energies of the closing of the
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final 11:11 gates & the activation of the 13 energy… that there will be BIG changes, like turn-us-inside-outchanges, mostly at the macro level.
I don’t pay much attention to the macro because it's the micro-level management that really matters, but it’s
worth mentioning that the ascension energies have reached the tipping-point, which means that soon, all those
on the side of (universal) LOVE will be pushed/pulled into the crystalline harmonics of new earth while those who
have not yet met the light/love quotient will be pushed/pulled into a greater contraction of polarity.
We’ve all seen this “separation of worlds” before, where more and more relationships/people suddenly vanish
from our lives because we are no longer on the same bandwidth, but the PHC say that this upcoming split will do
two things: 1) it will bring those on the unity timeline in closer contact with each other, 2) as well as to ensure that
all those who have decided, on a soul level, to participate in the new earth playground but have more clearing
work to do will receive the message loud & clear as the clarion call sounds to reverberate the 13 frequency thru
the DNA of all earth’s inhabitants.
In other words, this will be a time of separation before unity, but all will receive the call so that those who need to
venture deeper down the rabbit hole will be given their opportunity the same way that each of us has been given
all the contrast we needed to eventually choose the path of LOVE.
After the integration of the 13th code, there will be no more guidelines to follow…past (ancestral) OR future
(channeled).
The past & future have successfully guided us here & now where finally, the only way forward for humanity will
be to Think With Our Hearts!
What an exciting, terrifying, bewildering, overwhelming, beautiful, shocking and unfathomable time to be a
human!
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